
Dangate are proud to stock Avian-X’s high quality, 
hard-wearing decoys for the waterfowl season 

● Greylag and Pinkfoot painted goose decoys from Avian-X are the first on the 
European market. 

● Avian-X have great attention to detail, and design many of their newer decoys 
with unique head positions. Their realistic looking decoys have proved 
successful time and time again on the hunt, in all weather conditions. 

● Softer plastic means that the decoys will last for longer and take more of a 
beating. This also ensures that in frozen weather conditions, the decoys won’t 
crack, and getting snow and ice off is as easy as giving them a brush off. 

 
Avian-X decoys are created in a high quality, with great attention to detail. Painted 
Greylag and Pinkfoot decoys are the first to be on the European market. These add 
a new option for those who do not have the time to re-flock their decoys every single 
year. It also ensures that the decoys stay fresh and great looking, even when 
handled by the toughest waterfowlers. Made of a softer plastic compared to many of 
the competitors, these decoys are not brittle even when the temperature drops below 
zero. This means they are easier to handle when cold, and any snow or ice is easily 
removed without the risk of breaking the decoys. 
 
Avian-X’s attention to detail is so great that many of the decoys have varied head 
positions, with no two in the same box looking identical. Variety of positions is very 
advantageous when out on the hunt, as it convinces the real thing that these are not 
just decoys. Avian-X combines ultra-realistic paint schemes, carefully crafted 
moulding and true to life postures to maximize your hunt. They create their decoys 
for the extreme hunters, the ones who get out there even when the weather is harsh 
and the conditions are less than ideal.  
 
Dangate are proud to include Avian-X in their line up of high quality decoys. Being 
able to cater to all varieties of hunter is something prized by the company, and on all 
fronts, Avian-X delivers every single time. 
 

 
Founded in 2008, Dangate has many years of expertise with the sale of high quality hunting 
equipment. We help prepare both beginner and more advanced hunters with top quality 
equipment and advice. Dangate is the exclusive retailer of both Spypoint and Bolyguard 
cameras in Denmark, and the European stockist for Dan Thompson predator calls and 
Rig´Em Right hunting blinds and accessories. Dangate aims to be the first on the market to 
introduce the latest special products and trends to hunters. Visit our website at: 
http://dangate.dk/ to find out more. 

http://dangate.dk/

